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1. Introduc4on 

1.1. What is JBQ 

Junior Bible Quiz (JBQ) was created and designed to help children develop a love for the Bible and an 
understanding that its truth can guide their lives daily. Junior Bible Quiz offers a fun, exciFng way to moFvate 
children to understand the all-important truths in God’s Word.  

Through cooperaFve learning, children work together on teams to learn and understand the quesFons and answers 
from the Bible Fact-Pak. Then using cooperaFve compeFFon, the children meet with other teams for a fun quizzing 
match. It has been said that JBQ is the fastest growing discipleship program in children’s ministry. 

hQps://kidmin.ag.org/ministries/JBQ/overview 

1.2. How a Match Works 

In a JBQ match, two teams compete against each other. A team consists of quizzers, a head coach and opFonal 
assistant coach. Four quizzers from each team can acFvely quiz at one Fme. A team can have a maximum of 8 
quizzers on their team for subsFtuFons. Matches are officiated by four different officials. The Quiz Master (QM) is 
the primary official/judge who has oversight over the enFre match. Two judges support the QM in determining 
correctness of responses and a scorekeeper who keeps track of team and individual scores. 

All quesFons are taken from the Bible Fact-Pak. Each quesFon has a point value, either worth 10, 20 or 30 points. 
There are twenty quesFons in a match, (10) 10-point quesFons, (7) 20-point quesFons and (3) 30-point quesFons.  

Each quiz match uFlizes a buzzer system. This buzzer system consists of 8 quizzer buzzers (4 per team) and an 
official’s console. Each acFve quizzer gets a buzzer where they can aQempt to be the first person to buzz in to 
answer the quesFon. The official’s console will indicate which quizzer buzzed in first and is eligible to answer the 
quesFon. 

The QM begins by reading the quesFon number, the point value and then the quesFon. Once the QM begins to 
read the quesFon, quizzers can buzz in. The first to buzz in can then aQempt to answer the quesFon (refer to the 
InterrupFons secFon below). The team with the most points at the end of the match is the winner. There are many 
other elements to a quiz match, like quiz outs, fouls, Fme outs, etc. All of this is defined in the official JBQ 
Guidelines (Refer to the Guidelines secFon below for more informaFon). 

In a quiz meet there are mulFple rounds, or matches, that teams compete in. In league meets, there are typically 
6-8 rounds. In playoff meets, this number varies by the number of teams that are compeFng. The NaFonals 
compeFFon can have up to 15 rounds on the first day. In each quiz meet, there are mulFple quiz rooms where 
matches are taking place simultaneously.  

1.3. Interrup4ons 

One of the most important elements to a team and individual’s compeFFve success is the ability to interrupt a 
quesFon as it’s being read by the QM. When the QM starts reading a quesFon, a quizzer can buzz in. At this point, 
the QM will immediately stop reading the quesFon and recognize the quizzer. At this point, the quizzer will need to 
both finish the quesFon where the QM leb off and provide the correct answer. Each quesFon in the Bible Fact-Pak 
has a bolded secFon that makes it unique from any other quesFon in the packet. The end of the bolded secFon is 
the best place to interrupt that quesFon.  
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InterrupFons occur in nearly every quiz match. In postseason compeFFons like Regionals and NaFonals, it is 
common that every quesFon asked is interrupted. Given this, it is essenFal that quizzers spend Fme not only 
studying the answers, but also the quesFons and their interrupFon points. 

1.4. Bible Quiz Levels 

The Bible Quiz program has 3 levels of compeFFon based on age. Each program has its own set of rules, guidelines, 
schedule, etc. It is possible for a child to be in both JBQ and TBQ (Teen Bible Quiz) in their 6th grade year. 

• JBQ Basics: K5 – 2nd grade 
• JBQ:  3rd – 6th grade 
• TBQ: 6th – 12th grade 

1.5. Why JBQ 

As children learn the all-important truths in God’s Word through JBQ and the Bible Fact-Pak on their own, they will 
develop a love for the Bible and an understanding that its truth can guide their lives daily. Success in Junior Bible 
Quiz is not dependent on winning in compeFFon. Success comes when a child internalizes and develops a love for 
God’s Word, allowing it to guide them throughout their life. 

The JBQ program is a balance between CompeFFve and Spiritual. The compeFFve nature of the program is fun, 
exciFng, and teaches kids what it means to be on a team. In addiFon, everything centers around God’s Word and 
the truths we study and believe. As such, it’s important to find a balance between the compeFFve and spiritual 
elements of the program. If you focus too much compeFFvely, you risk missing the enFre point of the program. If 
you don’t focus on being compeFFve, you risk legng your team down and gegng discouraged about the program 
altogether. The foundaFon that JBQ helps to lay is intended to stay with a child well beyond the four years they are 
eligible to compete. As such, this balance is essenFal for quizzer and program success. 

1.6. Bible Fact-Pak 

The Bible Fact-Pak is a packet of 576 quesFons covering people, places, events, and lessons from the Bible. 
Developed back in the 1970s by the Assemblies of God Sunday School department, the Fact-Pak covers a 
tremendous amount of core biblical doctrine and provides a great foundaFon of the truths we find in God’s Word. 
Every quesFon asked during a JBQ match comes from the Bible Fact-Pak. 

There are two types of quesFons, quotaFon, and non-quotaFon. QuotaFon quesFons are those whose answers are 
direct quotaFons from the Bible while non-quotaFon quesFons are not. There are a total of 95 quotaFon 
quesFons. A copy of the Bible Fact-Pak will be provided to each quizzer who registers for JBQ. OpFonally, you can 
purchase addiFonal study helps from My Healthy Church. More informaFon is found in the Resources secFon 
below. 

A website has been setup specifically for the Bible Fact-Pak. Here you will find the quesFon set generator where 
you can generate pracFce quesFons, match quesFon sets, Bible Master quesFon sets, and more. This is a very 
helpful tool in home studying and is also the source used by district and regional officials to print set matches. 

hQps://biblefactpak.com/ 

1.7. Fact-Pak Transla4on 

The Bible Fact-Pak quesFons and answers are based on a single Bible translaFon. New to the 2021-2022 season, 
the JBQ program is transiFoning from the NIV to the NLT translaFon. To help with this transiFon, quizzers will be 
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allowed to quiz in either translaFon for the upcoming year. Regionals and NaFonals compeFFons will be allowing 
this for the next 2 years. It is sFll TBD if league and district compeFFons will allow this for the 2022-2023 season. 

If you are new to JBQ or have not learned many of the quotaFon quesFons in the NIV, it is highly recommended to 
immediately start using the NLT translaFon. If you are a 3rd or 4th year quizzer and have learned many of the 
quotaFon quesFons already, it is recommended to keep using the NIV. 

1.8. Guidelines 

The JBQ guidelines are the official rulebook for the JBQ program. While it doesn’t aQempt to cover every quizzing 
situaFon, it does provide uniform rules for quizzing. 

hQps://kidmin.ag.org/-/media/KidMin/Downloads/JBQResources/HelpfulFiles/Guidelines.pdf 

2. Prac4ces 
PracFces are every Sunday during the 9:30 AM service. PracFces are designed to cover both the spiritual and 
compeFFve elements of the program. Time will be spent in both Bible study using the Bible Fact-Pak as the primary 
lesson source and pracFce quizzing. It’s important to note that Sunday morning pracFce Fmes are NOT designed 
for quizzers to learn quesFons/answers. This should be happening at home. The excepFon to this would be if a 
child is parFcipaFng only for the non-compeFFve elements of the program. Refer to the Other OpportuniFes 
secFon below for more informaFon. 

3. Expecta4ons 

3.1. Kids 

Studying 
Kids should be studying ~ 30 minutes/day, 5-6 day/week. This study Fme should be a balance between self-study 
and study Fme with a parent. 

3.2. Parents 

Parent involvement is criFcal to a quizzer’s success. It is a vital key to how well a child does in the program and 
what they get out of it spiritually. This point cannot be stressed enough. Most of the quizzers who do well in the 
program are those who have adults who are commiQed to helping them succeed. 

Studying 
The recommended study Fme is ~ 30 minutes/day, 5-6 days/week. While self-study is important for all kids in the 
program, they will also need Fme from parents to help in this process. This is no small-Fme commitment and 
families should be realisFc with what they are able to commit to the program. If this is not something parents can 
commit to or have concerns with the compeFFve nature of the program, that’s OK! They can certainly sFll join and 
work on other non-compeFFve elements of the program. Refer to the Other OpportuniFes secFon below for more 
informaFon. 

Volunteering 
Each child will need one adult/teen volunteer to help run quiz meets. Refer to the Volunteering secFon below for 
more informaFon. 
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3.3. What to Study 

Below are the suggested quesFons to study based on a quizzers year/grade in the program. The design is to tailor 
the material to their age and keep it fresh for kids as they progress through the program. It’s also common for 
other teams to follow a similar design as to keep compeFFon fairer across similar age/grade ranges. 

However, kids can certainly study quesFons beyond this suggested range. Just be aware that they most likely would 
be compeFng with kids older than them. A good way to gauge if your child is ready to advance is to see how well 
they can interrupt and score in a quiz meet. For example, if a 1st year quizzer has trouble interrupFng and scoring 
on 10-point quesFons, they should not proceed to learning the 20 or 30-point quesFons unFl they get comfortable 
with the 10s and can interrupt/score consistently in a quiz meet. 

1st Year / 3rd Grade 
• 10-point quesFons 
• 20-point quesFons (non-quotaFon) 
• 30-point quesFons (non-quotaFon) 

2nd Year / 4th Grade 
• 10-point quesFons 
• 20-point quesFons 
• 30-point quesFons (non-quotaFon) 

3rd Year / 5th Grade 
• 10-point quesFons 
• 20-point quesFons 
• 30-point quesFons 

4Th Year / 6th Grade 
• 10-point quesFons 
• 20-point quesFons 
• 30-point quesFons 

4. Volunteering 
The JBQ program could not operate without volunteers. As such, each child will need one adult/teen volunteer to 
help run quiz meets. This means that if you have 2 kids in the program, you will need to provide 2 volunteers per 
meet. To prepare volunteers for the various needed roles, there is an online officials cerFficaFon each volunteer 
must take. In addiFon, there will be volunteer training provided to ensure everyone feels comfortable fulfilling any 
of the needed roles. 

As the first quiz meet gets closer, a signup form will be shared so everyone knows which days they need to serve 
and their specific assignments. 

5. Schedule 

5.1. League 

Our church competes in the Wisconsin Northern Michigan district (WNMD). Within the district, there are 3 leagues 
that compete separately within the state (Eau Claire, Grand View and Oak Creek). We parFcipate in and host all Oak 
Creek league compeFFons.  There are typically 5 league matches between October – March. 
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During league meets, individual and team stats are tracked with the opportunity to earn medals and trophies at the 
end of league compeFFon. The official schedule and individual and team stats will be provided and can also be 
found on the WNMD JBQ website. 

hQps://wnmdkids.org/jbq/ 

5.2. Postseason 

Once league compeFFon concludes, there are 3 postseason meets that teams can qualify for and compete in. 

District Finals 
District Finals occurs shortly aber the last league meet. This is an open-invitaFonal meet where all quizzers/teams 
are invited to parFcipate from within the district. It is highly encouraged that all quizzers parFcipate as it is here 
where district league awards are presented.  

Teams are divided into AAA and AA divisions. The AA division is for lower-ranked individuals/teams to compete 
with others in a similar ranking. The AAA division is for higher-ranked individuals/teams. AAA teams are those who 
are eligible to qualify for the regionals compeFFon. 

On top of district league awards, district finals awards are also given for individual and team performance. 

Regionals 
The top teams from district finals qualify for the regionals compeFFon. The number of teams that qualify can vary 
but is typically the top 4. Each district across the country has similar compeFFons and send their top teams. 

Qualifying teams gather in a determined locaFon and compete in matches across two days. Awards are also given 
for individual and team performance. To see which districts compete in each region, refer to the Regional Map 
found on the naFonal AG JBQ website. We are in the North Central region. 

hQps://kidmin.ag.org/ministries/JBQ/findcoordinators 

 

Na4onals 
The top teams from regionals qualify for the naFonals compeFFon. The number of teams that qualify can vary but 
is typically the top 8. Each region across the country has similar compeFFons and send their top teams. 

Qualifying teams gather in a determined locaFon and compete in matches across two days. Awards are also given 
for individual and team performance. This is the highest level of compeFFon, and the naFonal champion is 
crowned. There are typically 80 teams who compete in naFonals every year. 
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A special website has been setup by the organizers of the JBQ NaFonal FesFval for more informaFon. The site is 
typically offline during the offseason so if the site does not come up, check back later. 

hQps://www.jbqfesFval.org/ 

5.3. League Team Forma4on 

Kids parFcipaFng in JBQ will be placed into teams of ~ 3-5 quizzers. The goal when determining teams for league 
compeFFon is to make them as evenly matched and fair as possible. An example is pairing new quizzers with 
returning quizzers and spreading out kids who will be studying the same quesFons onto different teams. This helps 
to make the matches more even and gives kids equal opportuniFes to succeed and earn awards. In short, teams 
are formed to best allow for individual performance. 

5.4. Postseason Team Forma4on 

Aber the league meets are complete and prior to district finals, teams will be reorganized based on the factors 
listed below during league compeFFon. The goal is to both form the best possible team(s) that would compete 
together at district finals in the AAA division and beyond and allow everyone to compete in a division that best 
matches their skills. When these teams are formed for postseason compeFFon, they will largely stay unchanged for 
the remainder of the season. 

• League par4cipa4on: Quizzer must have parFcipated in at least 3 JBQ matches. 

• League performance: Total points and average across league compeFFon. 

• Character and maturity: Displays a Christ-like character at home, school, church, pracFces and meets. 

• Quizzer and parent commitment: Commitment to studying and volunteering to help program success. 

It’s also important to note that when these teams are reorganized, kids may be asked to focus on different point-
value quesFons than they were during league compeFFon. Unlike league compeFFon, postseason teams are 
formed to best allow for overall team performance.  For example, if when forming the top team there are three 
kids who are very strong in the 20s but no one in the 10s, one of them may be asked to focus on the 10s as it’s best 
for the team. It’s important to understand this as it may posiFon some kids to have less of a chance to earn 
individual awards in postseason compeFFon. That’s OK. Everyone wins and loses as a team. 

5.5. Postseason Commitment 

Qualifying for postseason compeFFon is both fun and exciFng. It’s an opportunity for kids to compete with the best 
in the country and further fellowship and build relaFonships with other quizzers on their team and from other 
states.  

If quizzers qualify for postseason compeFFon, it’s important that families understand the commitment level that is 
involved. Regionals and NaFonals are typically out-of-state. The 2020-2021 team traveled to both Omaha NE and 
Kansas City MO. Given this, there is commitment needed to travel, out-of-pocket costs of travel, addiFonal 
registraFon fees, Fme off, etc. It is also possible that the team would meet more frequently to prepare for the 
upcoming compeFFon. 

6. Communica4on 
Program communicaFon is typically all done via email. The following communicaFons are sent throughout the JBQ 
season. 
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• JBQ program informaFon via Planning Center from Pastor Josh. 

• League informaFon (meet reminders, volunteer needs, team/individual stats, etc.) via email from Kona 
Bahr, Oak Creek league coordinator. 

• District informaFon (district finals details, awards, etc.) via email from Josh Murray, WNMD JBQ 
coordinator. These emails typically sent to Kona and the team coaches. If perFnent, they will be forwarded 
to parents. 

7. Resources 

7.1. My Healthy Church 

My Healthy Church is an online store managed by the Assemblies of God where you can purchase supplies and 
materials for your church. There is a category specifically for JBQ where you can purchase quizzing resources and 
other material. It is here where you can order addiFonal study helps for the Bible Fact-Pak such as study cards, 
audio CD or quesFon book. Note these are op#onal resources and not required for a quizzer to parFcipate in the 
program.  

hQps://myhealthychurch.com/store/startcat.cfm?cat=sAGJBQ 

7.2. Quiz Equipment 

It is possible to purchase JBQ quiz equipment for use at home. There are only a couple of vendors in the market 
that sell the equipment. Below is a link where this can be purchased. 

The most common/helpful for individual quizzers is the handbuzzer. This is the actual handbuzzer used in matches 
but with a baQery and beeper inside. It is extremely portable and great for home use to study and pracFce 
interrupFons. 

hQps://www.quizequipment.com 

Please note that this vendor also sells quiz equipment for other Bible compeFFons outside of JBQ and AG. Below is 
a link to the AG JBQ specific products. These are op#onal resources and not required for a quizzer to parFcipate in 
the program.  

hQps://www.quizequipment.com/quizbox_pdf/ag_info.pdf 

7.3. JBQ ePost 

Regional and NaFonal compeFFons (and some districts) use electronic scoring with tablets during matches. The 
stats are then posted automaFcally to the JBQ ePost website. Here you can find current and historical team and 
individual stats. 

hQps://www.jbq.org/registraFon/epost.aspx?x=JBQ 

8. Other Opportuni4es 

8.1.  Bible Master 

The Bible Master program is a naFonal-level program where individuals of any age (yes adults too!) learn and get 
tested on the quesFons in the Bible Fact-Pak. This is a non-compeFFve element to the JBQ program where you are 
tested individually to earn the different Bible Master seals listed below. 
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hQps://kidmin.ag.org/ministries/JBQ/biblemaster 

 

8.2. Quota4on Club 

The QuotaFon Club is a district-level program where quizzers are encouraged and rewarded for memorizing all the 
Bible Fact-Pak quotaFon quesFons (95). This is a non-compeFFve element to the JBQ program where you recite the 
quotaFons throughout the JBQ season to a volunteer or coach who keeps track of your progress. If a quizzer 
memorizes all quotaFon quesFons, they will be awarded a QuotaFon Club trophy at District Finals. This is a one-
Fme achievement. 

hQps://wnmdkids.org/download/47/junior-bible-quiz/836/jbq-quote-club-info-list-combo.pdf 

8.3. Royal Rangers Blue Merit 

If boys are involved in Royal Rangers, there is a blue merit they can earn by parFcipaFng in JBQ. There are certain 
requirements they must fulfill to achieve the merit. Some examples are 500 career points, earn the JBQ Searcher 
seal, etc. Refer to the official Royal Ranger JBQ merit requirement checklist for the full list of requirements. 

hQps://royalrangers.com/merits/~/-/media/0B9AC98A8985447EAECF81C8410E84F2.ashx 

    

9. Call to Ac4on 
1. Review the Parent InformaFon 

2. Review the JBQ Guidelines 

hQps://kidmin.ag.org/-/media/KidMin/Downloads/JBQResources/HelpfulFiles/Guidelines.pdf 

3. Complete the JBQ Officials CerFficaFon 

hQps://wnmdtraining.org/courses/2021-22-jbq-official-cerFficaFon/ 

4. AQend the JBQ Officials Training 

Informa#on coming soon 
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5. Complete the JBQ Volunteer Signup Form 

Informa#on coming soon 

6. Get a copy of the Bible Fact-Pak (NIV or NLT) 

Informa#on coming soon 

7. Pray and Study!
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